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No longer excluded from the new $4.25 hourly minimum wage, waitresses at the 
nearby restaurant Tio Leo's, enjoy the equality. photo by Robert Burnett 
Subminimum Wage Struck Down 
by Mike Clune 
Dominican priest, Father Matthew Fox 
addressed "Healing the Global Village" in a 
crowded UC Forum Tuesday night. Fox, 
who has been silenced by the Pope effective 
December 15, spoke of mysticism and the 
"wounds" of the globe. 
Fox said that "western civilization has 
invented cosmic loneliness". 
"We've lost the sense of belongingness in 
western civilization because we don't feel a 
part of the universe." Fox stated we should 
feel radical amazement with science and that 
it is cutting through ideologies of different 
cultures. 
He commented on psuedo mysticism show­
ing up in fascism with Hitler and today in 
various forms. Fox said "militarism can be 
raised to the level of mysticism" as well as 
consumerism and the "idea that we can eat 





by Stephanie Gabriel 
The USD Tuition and Budget Committee 
held an open meeting last Friday November 
11 to discuss last minute items before the 
University's budget for the 1989-90 Fiscal 
year was sent to the Board of Trustees for 
final approval. The Trustees had to readjust 
the approved budget after a $636,689 deficit 
was found October 26. 
The committee recently succeeded in get­
ting approval for a ten percent tuition in­
crease from the Trustees. Approximately 
two percent of the tuition increase is going to 
be used for a salary merit pool for faculty, 
staff, and administration. 
The committee went through the specific 
costs and located items that could be cut, 
reduced, or simply charged to a fund outside 
of the budget. 
Outright cuts include six units of English in 
the College of Arts and Sciences. 12 addi­
tional units had originally been requested. 
Other cuts include personnel from Financial 
Affairs and University Relations. These are 
cuts from the new budget not the existing 
budget. 
The committee elected not to cut the salary 
increment for the faculty and chose to make 
reductions elsewhere. 
Continued on page 2 
Fox went on to say that "the most exciting 
and important thing happening in our world 
today is the coming together of science and 
religion to create a mystical story once again. 
His discussion continued over the wounds 
of the world including the destruction of the 
rain forests, the future of the United States 
agriculture production and the American meat 
habit. 
With reference to population control, Fox 
said the "Catholic church is hiding its head in 
the sand". 
The Dominican Order handed down a si­
lencing order in October after receiving 
pressure from the Vatican. Fox has become 
well-known for his liberal philosophies. 
Fox is founder and director of the Institute 
in Culture and Creation Spirituality at Holy 
Names College in Oakland, California. 
Fox made five appearances in San Diego 
this week, including a breakfast discussion 
at USD this morning. 
by Elizabeth Lam pert 
The State Supreme Court recently struck 
down California's "subminumum" wage of 
$3.50 an hour for restaurant employees. On 
July 1, the $4.25 minimum wage took effect 
for all California employees, with the excep­
tion of any tipped worker. 
The court originally ruled that waiters 
and waitresses should not receiveas much 
because they regularly receive tips as 
well as a base salary. Not only have these 
Continued on page 3 
'SNL' Comedian Signed for AS Show 
Emmy-award winning comic Rich Hall will appear in Camino Theatre on Dec. 2. 
by Mary A. Smigielski 
Emmy-winning comedian Rich Hall will 
beappearing in Camino Theater on Friday, 
Dec. 2 at 7:30 pm. Tickets go on sale 
today at the UC box office for $5. 
The show is sponsored by the AS Concert 
Board. Says Director Dennis Rosvall, 
"We wanted to provide some real quality 
entertainment on campus. Rich Hall is 
the first big name comedian to appear 
here in what I believe is 8-10 years." 
As a writer and performer on "Late 
Night With David Letterman" Hall 
achieved a great deal of national 
recognition and won an Emmy. Currently 
he is a regular performer on HBO's "Not 
Necessarily the News" and was a regular 
on "Saturday Night Live." Hall may, 
however, be most commonly recognized 
for his Pizza Hut commercials as the 
cross country roving reporter. 
"When I was first appointed, a really big 
name comic was one of my first thoughts 
as an option to a band. Showcases always 
have great attendance and go over really 
well," says Rosvall. 
When Concert board was unable to locate 
a popular band which was touring and 
compatible with the facilities at USD, 
Rosvall, with the support of Program 
Board, began to look into comedians. 
Names such as Robin Williams and Sam 
Continued on page 3 
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Budget Hearing Offers No Surprises 
Continued from page 1 
Funds were reduced in the Law School 
Special and Alumni Special areas. Items that 
fall under the "special" category include 
things such as postage and mail related ar­
ticles, some supplies, and telephones. 
Although the budget had to be cut in some 
areas, additions were made to the financial 
aid available to students. According Vice 
President and Provost Sister Sally Furay, the 
ten percent tuition hike also increases the 
financial aid given to students by ten percent. 
The existing budget provides $4.9 million in 
aid each year. 
An extra section of Law School day stu­
dents will generate approximately $600,000 
over three years. This is money that is non-
reccurring and cannot be depended on to 
support the University on a continuing basis 
because the University does not intend to 
have the extra section of students every year. 
The Board decided to take some onetime 
expenses for the 1989-90 budget out of this 
extra revenue. 
Copley Library's conversion of 120,000 
titles from card catalog to computer form 
will cost $75,000, and because this is a one 
timecost theexpense will be subtracted from 
the revenue from the extra Law School stu­
dents. The Law Library will also be con­
verted with funding coming from the extra 
law students. 
In addition the University has special plans 
for USD's 40th Anniversary coming up next 
year. Because this is also aone time expense, 
it will not be paid for in the budget and 
instead will be deferred out of the President's 
LSAT 
GMAT 
Test Preparation Courses 
Experienced Faculty 
Lecture Course 
In-Class Practice Exams 
Score in top 25% or take next 
course free 
For a free brochure call: 61 9/260-4579 
or write: University of Sen Diego 
Test Preparation Courses - Serra Hall 318 
Alcalrf Park, San Diego, CA92110 
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You'll enjoy a challenging 
career and many Air Force 
advantages, such as great 
starting pay, medical care, 
30 days of vacation with 
pay each year and much 
more. Plan for your future 
today. Contact your Air 
Force recruiter. Call 
619-292-8862 COLLECT 
funding. 
The committee also decided to remove the 
Phone/Mail Fundraismg Program from the 
budget and pay for it through the money that 
it generates during its duration. Envelopes 
and letters for fundraising must continually 
be mailed out over a three year period and 
this will be charged against the profits. 
A number of reasons for the University's 
increasing budget were discussed. 
New programs added include a Marine 
Studies Graduate Program that needs profes­
sors. The new Engineering program also 
needs to be allotted funds because of the high 
cost of equipment and the necessity of four 
full time professors to accredit the program. 
The University is also attempting to in­
crease personnel throughout the school. 
Although the number of students adm iued is 
basically capped, Furay explained that stu­
dent-faculty ratios are high in some depart­
ments and USD is trying to correct this 
situation. Full time professors, who demand 
higher salaries than part time professors, will 
be able to devote more time to the students 
and easier for students to locate for help. 
She also said that 23 percent of the one 
million dollars allotted to personnel is for 
benefits. 
Mandatory expenses, which cost USD 
nearly $1.7 million, were also discussed by 
the Budget Committee. Mandatory expenses 
include a sevenpercent salary pool that was 
not cut from the new budget 
One new mandatory expense is $40,000 
that the University must spend on removing 
pollutants from campus. These pollutants 
include items that are used in the University's 
laboratories for study. Vice President of 
Financial Affairs Jack Boyce explained how 
new federal and state laws force the school to 
track all items as they come on campus and 
specify their regulatory removal. 
Furay explained projected enrollment in 
detail, mentioning that the school will be 
budgeted for 3204 undergraduate students. 
She said that retention of students is increas­
ing but there will still always be less students 
in the spring. This year she said that there are 
eight extra freshmen and 99 extra transfer 
students that all have a bearing on the budget. 
Furay mentioned that this is the first time 
that there have been over 1000 graduate 
students. This is due to extra programs and 
generally just new growth. 
In the future USD will be admitting fewer 
transfer students, including students that are 
returning to USD after taking time off, be­
cause they cannot really handle the overload. 
Student numbers are capped in all areas and 
they are still overflowing with applicants. 
The budget must be approved by the Board 
and then it will be finalized. It has taken 
almost three months for the process to be 
completed. Each department on campus 
submiued requests that were discussed with 
the vice presidents. 
The AS proudly presents 
a second AS Town Meet­
ing, today, November 
17 at 12:00 pm in UC 
107. 
EVERYONE TALKS 
ABOUT CHANGING THE WORLD. 
THIS YEAR 
3750 PEOPLE WILL 
ACTUALLY 00 IT 
Not everyone is cut out to change the world. After all, it takes education, skills 
and a spare two years. 
Also a willingness to work. Hard. 
This year 3,750 Americans will join the Peace Corps to do just that. They'll do 
things like build roads, plant forests and crops, teach English, develop small businesses, 
train community health workers, or even coach basketball. However, what they'll be 
doing isn't half as important as the fact that they'll be changing a little piece of the 
world.. .for the better. 
And when they return, these 3,750 Americans will find that experience doing 
hard work will have another benefit. It's exactly what their next employers are 
looking for. 
So, give the Peace Corps your next two years. And while you're out changing 
the world, you'll also be making a place in it for yourself. 
John Fitzgerald Kennedy 
May 29, 1917-November 22, 1963 
PEACE CORPS: A LIVING LEGACY 
For more information about Peace Corps contact: 
Peace Corps 
11000 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 8104 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 
(213) 209-7444 ext. 554 
direct or collect 
PEACE CORPS & 




by Celine Vachon 
Midterm grades as we know them are 
gone. But, are they ever to return? 
USD's midterm grades have currently 
been eliminated on a trial basis for one 
year, after which a committee will be 
established to evaluate the pros and cons 
of eliminating midterm grades. 
Under the old policy every student, re­
gardless of grades, received a midterm 
report updating the student as to their 
progress at mid-semester. As the policy 
stands now, students are only given an 
actual grade if they are receiving a "D" 
or an "F' in a class. All students receive 
reports; they are blank if the student is 
passing. 
The decision made last year to discon­
tinue midterm grades for a trial basis was 
the result of a faculty motion arising in 
the faculty senate. The senate voted to 
recommend the issue to the University 
Cabinet and the President. After review, 
the Board of Trustees decided to replace 
midterm grade's with the deficiency re­
ports on a trial basis for the 1988-89 
school year. The reports would notify 
students of unsatisfactory performance 
in their classes. 
Many students were disturbed by the 
absence of midterm grades. A poll taken 
Continued on pageb 
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Subminimum Wage Struck Down 
Comic Rich Hall 
Continued from page 1 
Kinison were considered; however, USD 
does not have the facilities to hold a show of 
that magnitude. 
"It also would have been too expensive," 
says AS Vice-PresidentTomGorman. "With 
Rich Hall, we get a top comedian, keep 
expenditures down as well as keeping the 
ticket price lower than that of a movie." 
With its low ticket price, the show is geared 
toward students. There will be no off-cam-
pus advertising. "He's a great comedian; 
I'm looking forward to seeing him," stated 
senior John Wittman. 
Hall has made numerous appearances on 
"The Tonight Show" and tours clubs and 
colleges throughout the United States. His 
well-known books Sniglets and More Sniglets 
spent time on the New York Times paper­
back best seller lists. 
According to Hall's press sheet, the best 
description of his approach to comedy is that 
it is "a visual amalgam of satire, commentary 
and sight gags, that examines the fabric of 
mainstream America and proves it to be 
more than slightly irregular." 
"It should be a fabulous show and were 
really looking forward to doing it," con­
cluded Rosvall. 
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Just sign up for our Visa 2-In-l card. There's no 
annual fee. No transaction fees. And a tow 12.75% 
annual percentage rate. Of course, if you'd rather buy 
things with real money, you can also use your card to 
get instant cash at hundreds of ATM's. If you're a 
student, you can apply for your membership and card 
by calling 491-3500 today. 
San DiegoTeachers' Credit Union 
4470 Park Boulevard; 5901 Balboa Avenue. 
Continued from page 1 
workers wages now been raised, but they are 
also entitled to receive back pay in the amount 
they should have received since July 1. 
USD junior, Linda Krippner, worked as a 
waitress this past summer when the new 
wage first took effect. The wage went up for 
those not receiving tips and only slightly for 
waitpersons, yet it affected all areas of the 
restaurant. "We heard the debates so we 
weren't sure what we would get in terms of 
a pay raise, but our management was straight 
with us and said they could not afford it." 
They raised the restaurant prices, cut the 
shifts, and the work became more difficult 
for the employees to keep up with. "You 
didn't make as much per hour, you were 
running twice as hard, but the base pay was 
still low." 
Fewer customers came in because of the 
price raise and, as a result, the waiters and 
waitresses did not make as much in tips. 
According to Krippner, the "subminimum" 
wage was not fair to restaurant workers. 
"The minum um wage went up because those 
who work minimum wage jobs need that 
raise in pay. So why should a server be any 
different than anyone else?" However, she 
does feel that the raise in pay is a big jump but 
she is not sure enough about the long range 
effects to say if it should have gone up at all. 
Krippner, who works as a waitress during 
her vacations, feels that the recent raise in 
salary will have both a positive and negative 
side. "It makes the situation more competi­
tive between the servers. Everybody is fight­
ing for the shifts. When I do get hours I like 
it but, when I'm not working I'll know why." 
Stewart Westdal, USD's Student Em-
plyment Coordinator, states that despite the 
lower wage, being a server has always been 
a popular choice of employment with stu­
dents. "There has always been a fair number, 
simply because even when the minimum 
was lower, the lure of the tips made it a very 
attractive way of making a living." 
Westdal believes that the new ruling on this 
"subminimum" wage changes, not only the 
pay itself but also throws out the generally 
accepted lower wages received by restaurant 
employees. "I think there are some very 
interesting remificaiions for having it this 
way. Traditionally, it's always been 
separate..most of the states, I believe, have 
always had a minimum wage for waiters and 
waitresses that is different than other occu­
pations." 
According to Westdal, he would not be 
surprised "if the restaurant business tried to 
appeal the law. Bigger chains, like 
McDonalds for example, may think it's worth 
their while to take it to the high court because 
it could save them a fair amount of money." 
Both Krippner and Westdal feel that the 
employers are going to be straight forward 
about the back pay itself. Any employee 
who fails to receive retroactive waged dating 
back to July 1 can file a complaint with the 
Labor Commissioner. He, in turn, will con­
tact the employer and the claims will be 
examined. 
The federal government has not yet agreed 
upon a new nationwide minimum wage in­
crease. California's minimum wage has 
increased but the federal rate has still not 
increased from $3.35 since 1979. "It'sgoing 
to be interesting to see what the federal 
government comes up with," states Westdal, 
"they've had all sorts of proposals to raise 
the minimum. It seems to come up in a 
committee and die, and then reappear in a 
more modified form...Despite all the howls, 
I do think that we are going to see an increase 
in the federal minimum wage." 
Last week's front page 
photo of the Manchester 
Child Development Cen­
ter was in fact another 
structure being built next 
to the Manchester Child 
Development Center. 
The VISTA regrets 
the error. 
Interested in gaining internship credits, making money, 
learning selling skills, creating graphics, 
working on a Macintosh Computer, and having 
FUN.... 
is looking for you. 
Contact Susan Daudelin or Greg Tibbitts in the VISTA Office 
or call us at 260-4714 for information on becoming an 
advertising representative. 
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LETTERS TO THE VISTA 
End the Free Rides 
in College Cab 
Recently, Sr. Annette Schmeling of Student Affairs 
made it known to the Associated Students that now, 
two-thirds into the semester, USD students have 
already more than doubled the cost of the college cab 
service from last fall semester with more fares com­
ing in daily. What is it that has made college cab so 
popular this year? 
One reason may be that students are becoming more 
aware of the danger of drinking and driving and are 
resorting to the free shuttle back to campus. This is 
probably true, in some cases. 
What seems more likely is that students are planning 
to use college cab as a ride back to campus instead of 
assigning a designated driver earlier in the evening. 
These people are to be commended for not driving 
drunk, but what about going one step further and 
providing for themselves? 
When the college cab service was set up a few years 
ago, the intent of the program was to provide a means 
for students in unexpected, dangerous situations to 
More Middle East 
Muddle 
In last week's VISTA, the changing nature of the 
Miidle East crisis was discussed. This past week, the 
stakes were raised by both sides. 
The PLO, by agreeing to a pair of UN resolutions, 
have implicitly recognized Israel's right to exist, and 
set the stage for the declaration of an independant 
Palestinian state. They still have not, however, ex­
plicitly recognized the existence of Israel, and even if 
they did, it is doubtful that the right wing government 
of Israel will be ready to sit down and deal with the 
PLO. 
It is also doubtful that the new U.S. Secretary of 
State, Jim Baker, will not be predisposed to getting 
involved in the peace process unless Israel agrees be­
Pi Had Bad Taste 
To the Editor 
I am writing in response to my 
viewing this years Homecoming 
floats. I have never seen such a 
disgusting act of bad taste as 
when I saw the Sigma Pi float. It 
wasn't the theme that bothered 
me, it was the slogans on the 
side, "Dukakis Sucks" and 
"Bush for President". Since 
when is this any kind of political 
campaign? Is every member of 
Sigma Pi voting for Bush? 
As a member of a Greek 
organization i am conscious of 
the negative reputation it 
portrays. In a group we usually 
go out of our way to let people 
know we are each individual, this 
showed people just the opposite. 
This reinforced many people's 
belief that all Greeks are clones. 
"Look they even tell them who 
to vote for!" THANKS A LOT 
SIGMA PI! 
Susie Petersen 
Alpha Delta Pi Alumni 
It's Time for a Real Revolt 
have a safe way of getting home to campus. This is not 
what is happening. 
Some of the abusers may argue that they pay tuition and 
therefore they have the right to use the service however 
they want. Not true. 
What about the responsible students who see their 
hard-earned tuition dollars go down the tubes for some 
losers who can't arrange for a designated driver? After 
all, the money does ultimately come from the students' 
pockets. 
It's one thing for someone in unexpected trouble to 
take the service, but there is no reason for us to pay for 
the parties of students too irresponsible to take care of 
themselvas. It is not a terrible sacrifice to save a few 
brain cells and rotate as designated driver or, God forbid, 
have two less margaritas each and pay for their own cab. 
What if the program gets shut down? It would be an 
embarrassing thing for a prestigious university to have 
such an honorable program stopped because a number of 
students do not have the intellect of a clam. 
by Brian Costlow 
The voters let their voice be heard 
last week regarding insurance re­
form, and now things are even 
more confused than before. 
The insurance companies in Cali­
fornia have filed multiple lawsuits 
concerning the constitutionality of 
Proposition 103, prompting the 
California Supreme Court to pre­
vent the law from being enacted 
until the courts sort it out. 
The insurance companies for a 
brief period of time were not issu­
ing new policies. 
The backers of 103, of course 
immediately screamed collusion. 
This overlooked the fact that in a 
free market, if you can't make a 
profit on a product, you get out 
The mistake made by the writers 
of 103 was not that it is unconsti­
tutional , but that it is just too 
much. The massive rate rollbacks 
required have no basis in economic 
reality, only in wishful thinking. 
Anyone who didn't expect this re­
action from the insurance industry 
never took a course in economics. 
Of course the insurance industry 
is not the innocent injured party 
here. They had their chance with 
Proposition 104.Toobad they had 
to add on all those extra lines that 
amounted to nothing more than 
the protection of the insurance 
industry from any government 
regulation, and mount an exhorbi-
tant and fradulent ad campaign 
that the voters saw right through. 
The consumer is not going to 
escape the guilty verdict here ei­
ther. We need some tort reform, 
especially in lawsuit litigation over 
auto accidents. 
The problem with tort reform is 
that no matter how it is structured, 
it takes away some of the rights of 
citizens. Of course we wouldn't 
need tort reform in the first place if 
there weren't so many frivolous 
lawsuits being filed. 
Everyone is always quick to blame 
the lawyers for this, but remember 
it takes a plaintiff to sue. 
Bouncing back to the insurance 
companies, if they paid off legiti-
mateclaimsquickly and fairly, then 
maybe tort reform would be justi­
fiable. But if the insurance compa­
nies won't pay, and Joe Average 
can't litigate, then who covers his 
loss. 
My vote would be that it comes 
from the pockets of California 
Assembly members. All though it 
is not fair to say they got us into 
this mess, they could be instru­
mental in getting us out. So far 
however, they are too concerned 
with special interest groups and 
campaign contributions to bother 
with fair insurance reform. 
If the Assembly is not prepared 
to move in this direction, then 
maybe its time to start a real voter 
revolt the next election, and get 
those lifetime politicians out of 
office in favor of an electorate that 
hears the people. 
forehand to talk to the Palestinians. 
This is a good policy, as it will prevent Baker from 
getting mired down in the peace process to no effect, and 
free him to concentrate on other areas in U.S. foriegn 
policy. 
The State Department, and in fact, the entire Bush 
Administration, should place pressure on the Shamir 
government to begin talking to the PLO. 
Without some incentive from the West, it is unlikely 
that the Likud will sit down with the PLO to hammer out 
a solution to the Palestinians pi ight. The resulting lack of 
progress could be dire for Israel, the Plaestinians, and 
the world at large. 
NOTICES 
The Vista is published Thursdays during the school year, breaks excepted. 
It is written and edited by the students of the University of San Diego and is 
funded in part by the AS. 
Editorial opinions expressed in The Vista do not reflect those of the 
University of San Diego, it's faculty or student body. Opinions expressed on 
the Op-ed page do not reflect those of the Vista Staff. 
The Vista is a forum for all members of the USD community to express their 
opinions. All letters concerning material printed in the Vista must be typed, 
double-spaced and submitted to the Vista office by 5 p.m. Monday for 
publication the following Thursday. Letters must bear the authors printed 
name, phone number and signature. Names will be withheld from print on 
request. 
Letters should be addressed to "Letters to the Editor", USD Vista, Alcala 
Park, San Diego CA., 92110. 
The Vista also accepts unsolicited opinions on topics not previously 
discussed in these pages. Address any such correspondence to "Commen­
tary" at the above address. 
The Vista reserves the right to edit any correspondence printed in this 
newspaper for legnth, grammar, and libelous content. 
Advertising material published is for informational purposes only .and is not 
to be construed as an expressed or implied endorsment or verification of such 
commercial ventures by the staff, the AS or the university. 
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The Press is Giving 
Skinheads Exactly 
What They Want 
by Peter Meyer 
In recent weeks America's media has been 
deluged with reports of violence and haired 
perpetrated by Nazi Skinheads. These mod­
em Neo-Nazis have been vandalizing syna­
gogues, terrorizing honest citizens, and even 
going as far as murdering them. In the last 
week Skinheads have vandalized a syna­
gogue in San Diego, beat an Ethiopian man 
to death with a bat in Oregon, and beat up a 
nationally known television host on live t.v. 
Why, all of a sudden, have these scum 
gained the limelight of American media? 
Obviously these recent events are newswor­
thy but it seems that almost every day either 
in the paper or on the news there is a piece of 
information on some new crime committed 
by Skinheads or one of their affiliate groups. 
The highlight of the past month in the Skin­
heads' campaign for national recognition 
had to be the Geraldo Rivera show. 
The Skinheads came out ahead after all the 
Why, all of a sudden, have 
these scum gained the lime-
light of the... media? 
brawls had stopped. The Skinheads accom­
plished exactly what they wanted to. They 
spread their message of hate to millions of 
Americans for free. B ut there arc two sides to 
every story and this is a free country. I saw 
the actual episode and drew two conclu­
sions: 1) Geraldo deserved to get his faced 
bashed in. Throughout the whole show he 
continually insulted and interrupted the Nazi 
speakers, and 2) Skinheads didn't start the 
brawl, one of the opposing guests did. 
Geraldo (Rivera) deserved 
to get his face bashed in. 
(He)...continually insulted 
the (skinhead) speakers. 
But this is America and if you don't like 
somebody because of the color of their skin 
then that's all right because you are pro­
tected by the Constitution. 
You may now be thinking, "Yeah, you're 
right— the media has been giving them to 
much coverage— so why are you giving 
them more?" Well personally, I really doubt 
that a skinhead will get a copy of the VISTA, 
and even if one did I doubt that he or she 
could read it. 
The only solution to the "Skinhead prob­
lem" is to just leave it alone and let it die out. 
It really isn't a problem, the media is just 
milking this story for all its' worth and they 
are doing a good job of it. 
Disinfecting Geraldo 
Rivera 
by Brian Costlow 
Television personality Geraldo Rivera is 
fond of saying "light is the bestdisinfectant." 
I happen to agree, and I think it's time some­
one sheds a little light on the kind of cheap 
theater that Geraldo passes off as responsible 
journalism. 
By now, just about everyone in the U.S. 
who owns a television set has seen the infa­
mous Geraldo show (or a clip from it) when 
a group of skinheads and a black activist 
start a fight that ends up with a bleacher 
clearing brawl in the studio and a broken nose 
for Geraldo. 
Although I do not approve of the skinheads 
or their beliefs, the way they were treated on 
Grealdo's show was an affront to journalists 
everywhere. 
They were consistently badgered, bad-
mouthed, insulted, and cut off by Geraldo, 
the other guests, and the studio audience. 
Geraldo seemed to forget his own platitude 
about light, or maybe he just didn't under­
stand it, although he repeated it during the 
broadcast at least three times. 
In any event, not one of the three skinhead 
leaders were allowed to fully answer any of 
the questions that Geraldo posed. They also 
were not permitted to explain their philoso­
phy whatsoever. 
Rather, they were just up on stage in order 
be ridiculed by Geraldo, and anyone else 
who felt like getting a few kicks in. 
Twice ,one of the skinhead leaders struck 
back in kind. He was physically threatened 
the first time by Rivera. The second time he 
was actually assaulted by another guest which 
sparked the near riot in the studio. 
Afterwords, Geraldo—who was quick to 
join the fray—put on a big "the show must go 
on" act, proudly showing off his broken nose. 
The skinheads, no longer in the studio, were 
verbally trashed about a little more. 
The end result was something like the 
Morton Downey, Jr. show. The host was 
loud, the guests were laughed and jeered at, 
and no one learned anything new at all. 
The real tragedy here is that Geraldo still 
pretends to be the kind of responsible jour­
nalist that 20/20 (the NBC news magazine 
show that Rivera once worked for) now 
employs. 
In fact Geraldo, you're the same kind of 
cockroach you accused Metzger and his ilk 
of being. I'm shining my light on you, and I 
hope the rest of the real journalists out there 
do too. Then maybe you will crawl back 
under the trashcan were you belong. 
U.S. NUCLEAR PROCESSING PI ANTS 
An Accident Waiting To Happen 
by John Herrmann 
Two years ago, after the Chernobyl 
nuclear plant accident, the Soviet Union 
was condemned by this country for its 
secrecy surrounding the accident. If the 
radiation wasn't detected in Sweden, we 
may never have found out about the 
accident. Recently in this country we 
have found out about three nuclear plants 
where plutonium is processed for nu­
clear war heads, which have had acci­
dents over the decades that no one knew 
about until now. It seems ironic that we 
condemn the Soviets for not reporting 
their accident when we have not reported 
some of ours. It is time that the govern­
ment look more closely at this country's 
nuclear weapons plants and sweep away 
the veil of secrecy that has surrounded 
these plants for so long. 
During World War II, scientists took on 
the Manhattan Project. America'sall-out 
effort to develop the atomic bomb. The 
goals of the project were maximum pro­
duction and maximum secrecy. These 
goals continued on through the cold war 
and are still the guiding principles of the 
U.S. nuclear weapons program. Public 
At the Hanford plutonium complex in 
Washington state, managers once delib­
erately released 5,050 curies of radioac­
tive iodine into the air to see if they could 
reduce the amount of time uranium must 
be cooled before being processed into 
plutonium, presumably to increase pro­
duction. 
These plants have imperiled the public 
health for nqprly four decades. 
While it appears that nuclear releases 
from U.S. nuclear facilities do not pose 
medical risks as severe as those at Cher­
nobyl, the secrecy over the last decades 
makes it hard to know for sure. 
It is scary to think that the plants where 
the plutonium is processed for our nu­
clear missiles are not as safe as the gov­
ernment says they are. Many people are 
convinced that nuclear missiles are 
completely necessary for the security of 
this nation. But, if we cannot handle 
these reactors properly, we have no busi­
ness processing the plutonium for all our 
thousands of missiles. Is the risk of seri­
ous accident acceptable as long as it 
assures the safety of this country? I sure 
safety and environmental protection were 
secondary to national security. As a re­
sult, the managers and operators were 
isolated from the technical and safety 
improvements that are now standard 
practice in the commercial nuclear in­
dustry. 
Recently, the U.S. Department of En­
ergy made the startling admission that it 
and its predecessor, the Atomic Energy 
Commission, kept secret for decades 
serious accidents at the Savannah River 
Nuclear Reactor in South Carolina. Many 
of these accidents were caused by care­
lessness and lax safety precautions. 
They also revealed that they failed to 
inform residents near its Fernald, Ohio 
Nuclear Plant that tons of radioactive 
uranium wastes have been released into 
the air and water of the Great Miami 
River Valley since the plant was built in 
the early 1950's. 
hope not. Nuclear reactors should be 
handled with the utmost in careand safety. 
It is nothing to be reckless with. 
This country has to realize the great 
dangers that surround nuclear energy and 
reexamine its dependence on nuclear 
weapons. The safety and well being of 
the people surrounding these plants are 
more important than getting the pluto­
nium in the nuclear weapons. Instead of 
having an informed consent for the 
manufactureof nuclear weapons we have 
an uninformed consent. How can people 
consent to the manufacture of nuclear 
weapons when much of the truth is hid­
den from them? If we are not careful, the 
next nuclear accident could become 
another Chernobyl. If this is kept secret, 
then it will be the rest of the world's turn 
to point the finger at us and condemn us 
for our secrecy surrounding a nuclear 
accident. 
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New Talent Comes to USD 
Dr. Williams Explains 
Emersonian Idealism 
by John Garcia 
On Thursday, November 10th, the English 
Graduate Program presented their fall lec­
ture: "Mess, Order and Ardor: Reflections on 
Emersonian Idealism." Dr. Irene Williams, 
Associate Professor of English, was guest 
speaker to a packed and attentive Manchester 
Executive Conference Center Auditorium. 
This fust lecture, part of a fall/spring USD 
English Graduate Program lecture series, 
discussed an "inquiry into the relationship 
between genteel values and the nature of 
masculine virtue in Emerson's work." 
Williams discussed the desire of Emerson, 
along with Franklin and Thoreau, to search 
the "passion for cleanliness,...not washing, 
but morality." Her focus rendered to the 
ideals of Emerson's "self-reliance." 
In review, Williams presented one problem 
Emerson encountered. Emerson had genteel 
values although the masculine doctrine of 
society prevented him from expressing them. 
Williams stated that Emerson "ditched his 
male body embracing a principle of mascu­
line and femine integration." For Emerson 
this was a way of avoiding the mess and 
disorder of the conflicting values of male and 
female roles. 
Williams concluded that "for people in 
Emerson's fix, androgyny represents a per­
fect marriage, a marrying of order and ardor, 
without the mess." 
For the listener, the lecture was extremely 
enlightening with Williams clearly present­
ing her message and posessing a touch of 
personal wit 
Currently Williams is at work on a book 
manuscript focussed on Emerson and Ger­
trude Stein. If her calmness and straight­
forward approach from this lecture is evident 
in her book, it will surely be a success. 
by Stacey Stanfield 
The AS has recently been making con­
certed efforts to bring new talent to USD 
in the coming months. Having just at­
tended a conference for the National 
Association of Campus Acti vites (NACA), 
AS Vice- President Tom Gorman and 
representatives of Lark, Showcase, and 
Speaker's Bureau are looking forward 
signing on some new and exciting names 
for next semester. 
The NACA is an organization geared to­
wards allowing students and staff the op­
portunity to better their college activites 
and events both through idea-sharing 
among different schools, learning sessions, 
and interacting with the agents of various 
talent acts. 
Members of USD's AS were able to 
view several acts running from comedi-
Midterm Confusion — 
ans and bands to other more unique acts. 
Also, an exhibit hall was set up where 
agents had videotapes and information on 
the talent they were representing. 
One definite line-up will be comedian 
Rich Hall (the sniglets man from "Not 
Necessarily The News"). 
Other activities in the works are Mardi 
Gras, the Spring Ball, which will take 
place April 29, and jam sessions which 
may be put on by Lark. 
Lark is hoping to bring entertainment to 
USD every other week next semester. 
The Film Forum will also expand to 
showing movies on Sundays in addition 
to Wednesdays and Fridays. It is looking 
like USD students will have plenty to 
keep themselves busy in their spare time 
for the next few months. 
Amnesty Film Showing Date Changed 
The Amnesty International video has been changed to Wednesday, November 30. 
It will be held at 7:30 pm in UC Forum B. 
Continued from page 3 
by AS last year revealed nearly 85 percent of students wanted to keep midterm grades. The 
general opinions were that students wanted to know how they had progressed midway 
through the semester. 
This year, however, several students illustrated positive attitudes towards the new midterm 
report policy. When asked what he thought about the new grading system, one senior 
answered "It's fine this way. Midterms never meant anything anyway. They usually only 
counted for a small percentage of your total grade." Another student agreed," .. .it didn't 
force the teachers to be pressured into giving a test. Midterm grades usually are not reflective 
of an overall performance, as the base of the grade comes from the second half of the 
semester." 
Another proponent of the new policy said "we should be grown up by now. It is the student's 
responsibility to know where he stands in class, not the University." 
' . ' -
m • 
FILM FORUM WANTS 
YOU !! 
There are a few positions 
open for those students who 
are interested in the 
FILM FORUM COMMITTEE. 
N E E D E D :  projectionist 
ad manager 
artist 
Job descriptions and ap­
plications are available 
in the A.S. Exec.office 
in the U.C. 
The AS Concert Board Presents 
lm domddhX 
a * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • » a  
I Starred on: I 
I "Saturday Night Live" "Not Necessarily the News": 
! "The Rich Hall Show" ! 
•  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Friday December 2, 1988 
USD Camino Theatre 
Tickets $5.00 at USD Box Office 
FILM FORUM PRESENTS 
"PLANES, TRAINS, AND 
AUTOMOBILES" 
Sunday, Nov. 20 
Forum AB, 8:00 p.m. 
The Associated Students would 
like to give special thanks to: 
COAST DISTRIBUTING 
for being a major sponsor of 
Homecoming Week 1988* 
This is Coast Distributing/ 
Budweiser's THIRD year 




Another Look at the 
Faculty Guidebook 
The second place winners of last week's Lip Sync Contest performed "Summer 
Nights" from Grease. , . _ . photo by Stephanie Hogue 
Earn Units By Traveling 
Porsche, Mercedes, Gucci, Mitsubishi, American Express in Europe...you can visit 
international organizations such as these while earning upper division undergraduate or 
graduate credits (3 or 6). 
Visit such places as England, France, West Germany or China, Japan and Tiawan to gain a 
better perspective of international business environments and practices. 
An excursion to Europe will be offered over winter intersession, and three other trips will 
be offered over summer break (Europe or the Orient). 
As a participant, you will tour plant facilities, attend lectures and have the opportunity to ask 
questions in open ended discussions with executives. 
IBS seminars provide all students (including non-business majors) the opportunity to 
develop contacts with international corporations while enjoying a unique and exciting 
learning experience. 
For more information and applications contact Dr. Miriam Rothman, Olin Hall 224, 
extension 4856. 
by Celine Vachon 
The dilemma occurs twice every year. Prior 
to the upcoming 
semester, students have to decide which 
classes they should take to best fit their gen­
eral course of study. In making their deci­
sion, students consider not only the course 
description, but of ten times more importantly, 
the teacher. 
As at any university, all teachers have their 
own unique methods of teaching. Each syl­
labus varies as to the demands and require­
ments for the teacher. How can students get 
an indication of a teacher's particular tech­
niques used in a course? 
This very question was discussed earlier 
this month in an AS Executive Board meet­
ing. The concern involved a possible publi­
cation of a "faculty book" that would include 
a syllabus for each of the classes being of­
fered the next semester. Students could have 
access to this book through the library and 
design their schedules according to their 
preferences. 
The idea of the book would not be to evalu­
ate teaching techniques but to allow the stu­
dent to become familiar with a teacher's 
course objectives. 
For example, the "faculty book" would be 
helpful to a student preferring classes imple­
menting essay tests to scantron. The student 
would then refer to the book and search for a 
teacher using essays rather than scantrons. 
Last year, the "faculty book" was included 
in the overall objectives that President, Kevin 
Rapp wanted to implement, yet the idea was 
not feasible. 
This year, the executive board has explored 
the possibilities of such a publication. They 
decided it was not an active consideration at 
The idea of the book would 
not be to evaluate teaching tech­
niques but to allow the student 
to become familiar with a 
teacher's course objectives. 
the present lime, but it is still a possibility. 
The "faculty book" would benefit the stu­
dents, however, it is not a necessity. At a 
larger university, like SDSU, which is ap­
proximately seven times the size of USD, the 
"faculty book" is needed as the students 
cannot become familiar with all the teachers 
and their particular methods. 
At USD, the university is small enough so 
that "word of mouth" can familiarze students 
with the demands of various teachers. If a 
student desires information on a particular 
course and the requirements, he most likely 
can find a friend or two who have previously 
studied under that particular instructor and 
gain the information. 
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The Bugs are Back!!! 
by Chris Orr 
The bugs are back and they're mad as hell. 
As insects go they are pretty dam smart 
They don't attack us enmasse. They do it 
very cleverly and in the worst possible places 
and the most inconvenient times. 
One of their favorite places to sneak up on 
you is in the bathroom. You might be just 
sitting there minding your own business when 
a huge cockroach bent on revenge will come 
under the door. 
What are you gonna do? If you're not 
wearing any shoes you are really in trouble. 
You might as well put a blindfold around 
your eyes and wail for it to chew your head 
off. 
Having a bug creep up when your on a 
romantic date on the beach is not the greatest 
event either. Whenyoustartjumpingupand 
down screaming and yelling its sure to break 
the mood. Maybe that's why romance is 
dead. 
Bugs are also no fun at parties. The might 
get in the raisin dip and you would never 
know it. Ant like to fall off trees and hide in 
the foam of your beer. Flies puking on your 
pizza would not be to pleasant either. 
Insects like to interrupt you when your 
TQP Seven Cyres 
for the Common Cold 
1. One-half bottle of Jack 
Daniel's. 
2. 3 to 5 Comtrex tablets. 
3. Any combination of the 
above. 
4. Three days of "Win, Lose or 
Draw." 
5. Lots of liquids (see number 
one). 
6. Death. 
7. Sex (okay, it won't cure the 
common cold, but it's always 
made us feel better). 
studying. A sure way to insure a study break 
is to watch a bug run across the pages of your 
book. However the one thing that you must 
do is resist the urge to slam your book shut. 
Slam your book shut and you might as well 
throw it away. Bug guts tend to reduce its 
resale value. 
Bugs also like to turn people into insomni­
acs. They like to torture you. Your just 
beginning to doze of when you get the tiniest 
glimpse of a roach staring at you with their 
hundreds of beady little eyes. You might 
frantically jump up and search for it but bugs 
are not dumb. They will hide and wait for 
you to try to go back to sleep and do it again. 
They can repeat this as many as twenty 
times a night. If you do manage to fall asleep 
they like to invite all their friends and rage on 
your forehead. Waking up with a bunch of 
hungover party bugs on my forehead would 
be really neat. 
The bugs are back, they're mad as hell and 
no amount of Black Flag can get rid of them. 
This article is rated R (Run for your life). 
Separated at birth, Sam Attisha and his long lost twin brother, Arlo Attisha, were 
finally reunited last week. The happiness was short-lived, however, when they 
discovered moments later that they didn't really like each other. 
Education in Today's Modern World 
Life and 
M other jokes 
£ Y 1,1 by Kent Sligh 
After a decade and a half of teachers, I 
am now educated beyond repair. 
My brain has been saturated with 
learning. I have spent most of my 
academic life sitting in bleak rooms that 
smell like chalk absorbing trivialities 
- like geology. 
Geology is the science that deals with 
the history of the earth, or, more 
specifically, rocks. 
Rocks are hard and potentially 
damaging if dropped on one's foot - this 
is enough information to satisfy most of 
us. Contrary to what geologists will tell 
you, it doesn't matter what prehistoric 
era they were formed in (the rocks, I 
mean). Have rocks really changed that 
much in the last few zillion years? No. 
Rocks were always hard and potentially 
damaging if dropped on one's foot. 
So much for geology. Howaboutmath? 
In our modern world, knowledge of 
advanced mathematics is essential if: 
(1) you are going to be an accountant, 
engineer or a scientist (God help you), or 
(2) a crazed math teacher with a handgun 
attacks you, threatening to blow you head off 
if you can't correctly recite the quadratic 
formula. 
The first case doesn't apply to me, and if 
the second situation comes up you might as 
well just shoot me straight off. I have no 
better chance of reciting the quadratic for­
mula (or any formula, for that matter) than I 
do of naming which prehistoric era any given 
rock is from. 
Let's look at English for a moment. 
English teachers make students read very 
old books called "classics." Without English 
teachers no one would read these books and 
soon they would all be forgotten. English 
teachers don't want this to happen because 
without these books they would have very 
little to do. 
The other thing English teachers do is make 
students memorize lots of poems. 
In today's modern world, there is only one 
case where it is essential for a person to have 
memorized lots of poems: 
(1) a crazed English teacher with a handgun 
attacks you, threatening to blow your head 
off if you can't correctly recite at least 
three poems by Emily Dickinson. 
Just think of how many of us run this 
risk every day as we leave the house 
without even reviewing our poetry 
handbooks. 
Science is loaded with information 
which, unless you're a scientist, is 
hopelessly useless. 
I once had a biology teacher who forced 
me and my classmates to perpetrate the 
mass-m urder of some two dozen helpless 
frogs. The idea was to cut up Mr. Frog 
and to learn about his circulatory system 
which was, by then, no longer working. 
Over the years my knowledge of a sliced-
up frog's circulatory system has not 
helped me in the least (although stuffed 
green peppers now make me a little 
queasy). 
Obviously I have spent too much time 
being educated - time that might have 
been better spent writing newspaper 
columns. 
In today's modern world, reading my 
newspaper column is essential if: 
(1) I go crazy, buy a handgun, and 
threaten to blow your head off if you 
can't tell me how this article ends. 
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 
A Security Officer performing a task more 
difficult than his job... 
TEW4. WW GEL, I'M NOT 
DO TIGERS REAlLV SURE. 
NEED TAILS? i 












Behold the Lights 
Join The Chargers In 
The Gift Of Blood 
Blood Drive X will be held on November 
21, with the San Diego Chargers, Dick 
Warren of KSON, Larry Himmel, and many 
others. It will be held at the Town and 
Country Convention Center, just down the 
hill from USD, between 1:00 pm and 9:00 
pm. 
Lynn Stedd, of the San Diego Blood Bank, 
told the Vista that they hope to raise 1000 
donations. The period between Thanksgiving 
and the New Year has a high accident rate, 
and these donations will be needed to save 




by John Dam rose 
San Diego County MADD will kick off its 
third annual "Red Ribbon Campaign" with a 
special event on Tuesday, November 22, at 
10 am in the Food Pavilion Of University 
Townc Centre, La Jolla. 
This event is free and open to the public. 
On hand for the kick off will be MADD's 
former national president and the founder of 
San Diego County MADD, Norma Phillips. 
Also invited to participate are various law 
enforcement officials and other concerned 
community groups. 
The "Red Ribbon Campaign" itself will run 
from Thanksgiving to New Year's Day in an 
effort to promote county wide awareness of 
the dangers of driving while intoxicated. 
Concerned citizens are asked to participate 
in the campaign this holiday season by tying 
a red ribbon to the left door handle of their 
automobile to serve as a reminder not to 
drink and drive. 
Ribbons may be picked up free at a variety 
of locations, including all participating county 
wide Seven-11 stores, the Food Pavilion at 
UTC, and the MADD office at 510 N. 
Escondido Blvd., Ste. 2B. 
bloodisgoodforonly35days. The donations 
KcievedaiBloodDriveX will be a good start 
in preparing for the upcoming winter. 
This will be the tenth annual Charger Blood 
drive, thus the name Blood Drive X. 
The San Diego Chargers will be on hand to 
sign autographs. These football players will 
be wearing tuxedos from the Perfect Penguin. 
The wives of the Chargers will be wearing 
clothing from Charlet Ruth in a fashion show 
hoset by Susan Farrel and Jim Laslavic. 
Refreshments will be provided by CokaCola, 
Chicago Pizza, and others. 
While it may be too early in the year to be 
thinking of sugarplum fairies and Santa Claus, 
some members of the business community 
are already looking ahead to the holiday 
season. Not for the increase in sales volume, 
as might be expected, but for the joy they 
hope to bring to the area. 
The El Cajon Gateway Business 
Improvement District has announced plans 
to decorate El Cajon Boulevard between 
park Boulevard and Highway 805 with 
Christmas decorations for the holiday season. 
The decorations are to consist of wreaths, 
lights, banners, and probably garland shaped 
in the form of Christmas trees with lights and 
bells. 
The project is headed by Dr. Jim Mebust, a 
Mid-City dentist and member of the board 
for the Gateway BID. Last year, he single-
handedly put up wreaths along the Boulevard. 
To incorporate more of a community feel, 
the Uptown Optimists were contacted to 
assist in the placing of the decorations. This 
is to take place right after Thanksgiving. The 
many blocks-long display will remain in 
place until the New Year. 
"The biggest problem," said Mebust, "is 
that the project must be aerodynamic. It has 
to stay standing up." 
The funding for the decorations came from 
the general budget of the BID, which is 
raised through mandatory contributions by 
the business community within the Gateway 
district. The budget for the project was 
originally set at S10,000, a considerable leap 
from the previous year. This ceiling, 
according to Mebust, was never even 
approached. 
Members of the Gateway board hope that 
this effort will encourage a sense of 
community among residents and businesses 
in the El Cajon Boulevard area, and will also 
symbolize the revitalization taking place 
there. If you are interested in getting some of 
that Christmas spirit-take a drive along El 




by Thomas Edelblute 
The Easter Seal Society of San Diego County 
is looking for volunteers to help them work 
with disabled people. If you are interested, 
call 541-0991. 
One of their activities this season is 
recreational swim classes for people with 
disabilities. These six week classes are 
being held Mondays and Wednesdays from 
2:45 to 3:30 p.m. and 3:45 to 4:30 p.m.. 
Classes are at Rogers Center pool, 510 East 
Naples in Chula Vista. 
Easter Seal swim programs give people 
with disabilities a chance to enter a non-
threatening environment, where the bouyancy 
of the water can allow them freedom to move 
around on their own. The confidence gained 
by accomplishments in the water can be 
carried over to the land. 
It is also helpful since participants move 
parts of the body in the water that are not 
ordinarily exercised. 
The Red Cross certified instructors stress 
sound water safety techniques in order to 
make each participant safe whenever he or 
she is around water. 
CALIENPAl 
by Linda Bush 
THEATRE: 
Antonio Skarmcta's Burning Patience is adapted for the stage and has also been 
preserved in the Spanish language through several scheduled performances. The 
play, put on by the San Diego Repertory Theater, tells die passionate story of Chilean 
poet Pablo Neruda, detailing his life and loves. Plays throughout November and 
December. Call 235-8025 for more information. 
FILM: 
They say you either love him or hate him, and I love Woody Allen. 
On the 17th of this month, two of hisclassics will be showing at the Ken. So,turn on 
your neurotic thinking caps and tune in to Annie Hall and Play it Again Sam. The 
first of the two shows Allen and Diane Keaton in roles that prove the two have 
chemistry. And in Sam a Humphrey Bogart fanatic, employs the screen star's advice 
in his love life. Annie Hall plays at 7:30 pm, followed by Play it Again Sam at 9:30 
pm. 
ART AND EXHIBITIONS: 
You want to take a vacation to a country not often visited, but don't have the time or 
the money? Try Turkey this Thanksgiving season. At the International Gallery, 
Traditional Folk. Art of Turkey will be displayed in a major exhibition. You can see 
the first North American showing of different cultural artifacts from the various 
nomadic groups within this ancient land. Shows Nov. 18-Jan. 8. 643 G Street, 
Downtown. 235-8255. 
"Nature the way Wordsworth would have wanted it" could be the best way to describe 
the final nature walk sponsored by the Natural History Museum." On Sat., Nov. 19, 
you can travel to the Los Pcnasquitos Canyon Preserve which stretches 6 miles from 
1-15 to 1-5. Lose yourself in thoughts amid waterfalls, woodlands, streams and 
grasslands connected by the splendour of beauty. Please call 232-3821 for time and 
directions to site. 
Fashion Valley's 
RAZORS EDGE 
Barber & Beauty Salon 
* Color Highlighting 
* Permanents 
* Facial & Waxing 
* Sculptured Nails 
20% Student Discount 
(with this ad) 
291-5330 y n. 4J 
122 Fashion Valley -Next to Fashion Valley 4 Theatres m 
STUDENT SPECIAL ^ 
CUT & STYLE S10 
Women's Regular $20 Men's Regular $16 
rMore Specials 
Foil Highlighting 
Full Weave $35 
Touch-up $25 
Perms $30 
(long hair extra) 
Manicures/pedicures 20%off 
Acrylic Nails (Full set) $25 
Specials good with ad through 11/30/88 
Not valid when stylist is requested 
jELIAS HAIR DESIGN 
Full Service 
268-8865 
7608 Linda Vista Road 
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Ethel and The Hussies Work Hard 
Level 42, bland, new age pop at its' worst. 
Level 42 Slides Into New Age 
by Salomon Rojas 
Eight years ago Level 42 began making 
records. Since that time they have had songs 
that have seen worldwide playtime. They 
have eluded my watchful eyes and ears 
somehow. I read about their success with a 
1985 record World Machine and wondered 
why I had never heard of it. Now they come 
out with what they call a different style with 
the album Staring At The Sun. I would be 
driven to stare at the Sun if I listened to this 
music often. 
Nonetheless, my intention was to give this 
group a fair and honest review so I listened to 
their material. This music was unfamiliar to 
me consisting of very slow, drawn out verses 
and tunes. It could be classified as trying to 
cross the boarders of Jazz and light pop 
music, and somehow got painfully trapped 
between them. The reality of the matter is 
that this crossover seems strange, and some­
how beastly both to those embracing Jazz 
music and those affiliated with light pop. So 
this mulato, if I may use the term loosely, is 
the result of a mixed marriage and the result 
is not a very pleasant aparation. 
My questions centered on what type of 
audience this style of music was centered on. 
If I were an afficionado of KLZZ, KPOP, or 
any other elevator music then I would surely 
be familiar with Level 42. It is not my habit 
to frequent elevators, and when I do pass 
such radio stations it is in the process of 
Hipping the dial from one end to the other. I 
have been known to tune into these stations 
for an extended period of time, such as when 
I intend to go to sleep, need few hours to 
meditate silently, or am watching soap op­
eras. 
Wishing to be fair in this analysis, let me 
explain that all the songs were sung in a 
reflective mood. They all deal with emo­
tional issued which torment the musicians. It 
is interesting that the group is fascinated by 
the orient, for the record jacket has no less 
than ten drawing depicting oriental scenes. 
The only song which deserves some sort of 
praise is Heaven In My Hands which in­
cludes some very incrcsting chord arrange­
ments. The rest of the album follows in a 
nice but somehow prolonged mixture of 
music and vocals which left me feeling an 
emptyncss wondering if there was more to 
come. It is a music which has no beginning 
or end, but just IS what it is, filler music 
without a place to go. It just sits there and 
waits for some unsuspecting person so it can 
capture them with its endlessness, arouse 
them with its emotions, and slowly kill .nem 
with its monotony. 
Do you want to prepare for an international career? 
Do you want to get practical experience with an 
internship abroad? 
Do you want to become fluent in a foreign language? 
Visit the University of South Carolina table at the MBA Forum in 
Los Angeles, at the Sheraton Plaza La Reina, 6101 West Century Blvd. 
• November 18-19,1988 
A/MBS Or write: MIBS Program— Dept. KM, College ot Business Administration, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208 / Phone: (803)777-2730 
by Salomon Rojas 
Review a record this week did I. Half-
brained reporters here work, so will I show 
today real journalism. Surprised am I, that 
a record getting is easier than expected I. 
Better than a chickenhouse full and I the lone 
rooster it was. Shake alot did my knees and 
expand much my eyes also when a stack of 
50 records lay on floor, chosing my job only. 
Decision, decision, all that was to be made 
needed now. Between pop and rock, soul 
and metal, country and comedy did my choice 
consist 
Record with the 10 gallon hat, that there 
looked appealing awfully much. Saw I then 
album entitled Ethel and the Shameless 
Hussies which very interesting not at first. 
Hold on, said I, at those three dolls on the 
cover shall we stare. Record with three 
ladies I review choose without doubt. Chicks 
here to play country music really know how. 
Only thing finer than music their bodies is 
playing. Blanche, of the heavy protruding 
upper front body is, Bunny with posterior 
equal not to any other, and Ethel of the lips 
and mouth expert is she. 
Of beer and sex album reeked, so out of our 
party I should have left it. "Woman's Drink­
ing Story" sad because lady have boyfriend 
Jose Cuervo no longer, just dirty old beer 
keg. "Bom to Bum" about woman who 
show men favors, only men with pockelbook 
which large. Similar to "Smokin' In Bed", 
activity done after business taken care of, 
very romantic description. These but best, if 
listen you also then all of it enjoy you will. 
Weekly Attack #2 
New Wave is Worthless Fluff 
by Peter Meyer 
Well it is obvious to me that there aren't 
many rap fans here at USD, and if they are 
they can't read or don't care. Knowing USD 
they probably don't care. This week's hap­
less victim is New Wave. 
To start out with a new wave concert is one 
of the most boring places on Earth. Most new 
wave bands have never heard of a guitar. All 
they do is stand around playing their synthe­
sizers and banging on their synsonic drums. 
Wherever one of these infamous new wave 
bands play can be found a hideous subcul­
ture of leather, lots of hairspray, funky hair­
dos to go along with all that ozone eating 
aerosol, and generally weirdo people. 
New wave is also wimpy. Would you be 
afraid of band name Echo and The Bun-
nymcn? Oh no not the hideous, evil Bun-
nymcn! Or what about New Order? It sounds 
like the Nazi Skinheads that beat up Gcraldo 
have formed a new wave band. 
New wave doesn't even infuriate the 
P.M.R.C so how could it be good? All new 
wave bands sing about arc love and lost love. 
They completely ignore the three staples of 
music writing, sex, drugs, and rock n' roll. 
Ooops, excuse me for including new wave 
and rock n' roll in the same sentence. 
C R U I S E  S H I P S  
N o w  h i r i n g  m e n  a n d  w o m e n .  
S u m m e r  S ,  C a r e e r  O p p o r t u n i t i e s .  
( H i l l  t r a i n )  E x c e l l e n t  P a y  p l u s  
U o r l d  T r a v e l .  H a w a i i ,  B a h a m a s ,  
C a r i b b e a n ,  e t c ,  
C a l l  N o w !  2 0 6 - 7 3 6 - 7 0 0 0  ( x 2 0 2 C )  
COMPLETE YOUR 
RESUME! 
Prospective employers want more 
than good grades - they want 
experience. Get that experience, 
and a great part time job. Flexible 
hours and paid training with the 
PACIFIC GROUP 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
CALL 563-2000 
If you look in the dictionary under generic 
the first defintion will be new wave. It all 
sounds alike. Boppy, poppy, annoying syn­
thesizers that have been pre-programmed 
and aren't actually being played plague this 
inane form of music. My favorite new wave 
band of all time has to be Depesche Mode. 
Their name alone casts them to the forefront 
of new wave stupidity. What the hell is a 
Depesche Mode. Runner up to the stupidest 
new wave band is The Smiths. They didn't 
even have the guts to stay together. The 
incessant whining of Morrisey makes my 
brain hurt with the only cure being a loud 
dose of Motorhcad. 
New wave is, unfortunately, probably going 
to be around for a little longer and I guess that 
I'll have to put up with it for now. If you were 
offended by this article write me a letter per 
the directions in the opinion section. If I 
didn't offend you and you arc nodding your 
head right now going, "Yeah, he's got a 
point, new wave is really lame", then write 







The better the business 
school, the better your job 
opportunities. And to better the 
likelihood of getting into your 
first-choice school, your best bet 
is Kaplan's GMAT prep course. 
Make it your business to call. 
EM 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego, CA 92117 
(619) 277-6744 
I 
SF's Jetboy Rockets Up 
November 17,1988-VISTA-ll 
by Kristine Ashton 
Feel the Shake, the debut LP from up-and-
coming Jetboy, has a sense of originality and 
intensity that should prove to make them one 
of the next rock'n'roll giants. 
The LA-based band combines rock'n'roll 
with punk and blues. Jetboy falls somewhere 
in between heavy metal and pop. Each band 
member contributes their different tastes and 
influences, which creates a wide variety of 
music that many people can get into. Their 
music is up, rockin', positive music, with a 
little bit of the blues, which reflect their hard 
times. 
Jetboy was formed in San Francisco, by 
lead guitarist Femie Rod, rhythm guitarist 
Billy Rowe, and drummer Ron Tostenson. 
While in search of a lead singer, they came 
upon Mickey Finn lying in the gutter next to 
a local club. They immediately insisted he 
was the man for the Job, and convinced him 
to come to rehearsal, after which he became 
a permanent member of the band. They later 
recruited former Hanoi Rocks bassist, Sami 
Yaffa. 
They started out playing the North Beach 
Clubs-The Mabuhay Gardens, The On Broad­
way, and the Stone, but soon relocated to 
LA, with bigger prospects in mind. Within 
months they were signed by a record com­
pany and began preparation for their debut 
LP. In the midst of all the excitement, the 
band landed one of hard rock's most prestig­
ious gigs: Bill Graham's Day On the Green 
in Oakland, California. Jetboy opened the 
October, 1987 show for Motley Crue, Whites-
nake, and Poison. Just weeks before the 
album's planned January, 1988 release date, 
Jetboy was dropped by their record label. 
They were then taken up by MCA Records. 
The first single, "Feel the Shake" is an 
upbeat , rockin' tune, and is one of the 
heaviest songs on the album. It's a song that 
makes you want to get up and move. The LP 
has some powerful tracks to back up the 
single, including "Make Some Noise", 
"Locked in a Cage", "Bad Disease", and 
"Hometown Blues". Jetboy provides music 
with rock's original message: to have fun in 
an all too serious world. They may look like 
any other metal band, but this group puts 
their music before their image. 
Jetboy set out to play straight-ahead, pow­
erful rock'n'roll, have a band with a stylish 
look, and perform with full-throttle inten­
sity. They paid their dues and learned things 
the hard way. This band, their music, and 
their story are as real as it comes. 
Trips To Take 
Thu. 17, Sonic Youth, SDSU Wed. 19, Van Halen, Sports Arena, 
Backdoor, 9:00 pm. 8:00 pm. 
Fri. 18, Ray Manzarek, SDSU Mon. Dec. S, Metaltica and Queens-
Backdoor, 8:00 pm. ryche, Sports Arena, 8:00 pm. 
The only crime is 
...a bad pizza 
T.M. 
FREE DELIVERY 
Anywhere on campus 
$5 minimum 
296-0911 
6110 Friars Road at Via Las Cumbres 
$2.00 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA 
NY 1»1) Coupon not valid with any other 
offer. Offer 
Expires 11/30/88 
Jetboy, one of today's new breed of speed—heavy metal crossover 
fTREHOSE Plays Rough At UCSD 
by Andy Bartlett 
When I first heard that flREHOSE was 
back in San Diego and playing at UCSD's 
Trition Pub I was only marginally excited. It 
took a few moments to decide whether or not 
I would even accept complimentary tickets. 
But I did, and on Sunday afternoon I found 
out that the great Leaving Trains would be 
the opening band. 
I've never seen the Leaving Trains before, 
and from listening to theiralbums one doesn't 
really get the feeling that vocalist Falling 
James is as psychotic as he looked on Sun­
day. His eyes were like misplaced, swollen 
boils that just happened to have color by 
twist of fate. 
The Leaving Trains though, were pretty 
much what I expected: obnoxious, fast, rock 
and roll that reminded me of Frank Marino 
and Mahogany Rush, Motorhead, and even 
The Clash (blah, blah, blah). Between telling 
the crowd what a crappy load of experiences 
he has had in San Diego and blabbering 
about his hair, Falling James reverted into a 
sort of Jim Morisson act-alike, complete 
with puzzled members of the band trying to 
keep a steady rhythm, waiting for re-entry 
into whatever song was being played. 
It's something in L.A.'s water, I guess, that 
only affects guys named Jim who play rock 
and roll and pretend psychosis on stage (and 
off I suppose). 
flREHOSE gave an enigmatic sort of per­
formance. After seeing them so many times 
I must say they are talented musicians, good 
performers, and survivors. Of course they 
used to be the Minutemen before D. Boon 
was killed in a car accident in Arizona. I was 
prepared to see flREHOSE give their usual 
orderly and precise performance, using songs 
from both their current albums and their 
forthcoming release, but what I wasn't pre­
pared for was the crowd's reaction to the 
band. 
Again, I've seen these guys play with all 
sorts of bands in all sorts of siuations. I've 
never seen people a flREHOSE show thrash 
about as they were, though. Granted, they're 
a band that does, at times, break into songs 
which could elicit such a response, but I've 
never seen this happen. It seems the UCSD 
crowd loved them and loved to be sweaty 
and rowdy, while during the much more 
aggressive Leaving Trains' set the crowd 
stood still. Well I'll be. 
flREHOSE has the ability and the creativ­
ity to become a leading band in both the 
quasi-underground university circuits, and 
in the open market which seems to be more 
governed and mastered by either confused 
heavy metal bands or confused thrash bands. 
The funk behind flREHOSE is undeniably 
original and undeniably great to watch live 
I could sit and spout off the songs flRE­
HOSE and The Leaving Trains played Sun­
day, but I think that would be a waste. I will 
say that the Triton Pub is close to ideal for 
such a show, and that both bands have new 
albums ready to be released soon. It is curi­
ous and funny that such bands go so entirely 
unnoticed by so many when their perform­
ances are so engaging; even if James of the 
Leaving Trains looked for a bit like Charles 
Man son, and fTREHOSE had the crowd going 
so much that the UCSD football team/secu­
rity force was on the edge of their little seats, 
they both are good and deserve a listen. 
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photo by Stephanie Hogue 
Jody Connors (2) in action against Santa Clara last week. The Toreros will 
finish its season on the road. 
Women's Volleyball To 
Conclude 88 season 
by Meg Estey 
The University of San Diego's women's 
volleyball team will conclude it's 1988 
campaign this weekend in the Bay Area. 
Santa Clara University is on the schedule for 
tonight. Friday evening the Toreras will take 
on the Dons of the University of San Francisco 
and in conclusion of the season, the Toreras 
will challenge the Gaels of Saint Mary's 
College in Moraga. 
In last week's competition, USD closed out 
it s home schedule by defeating San Francisco 
in straight sets, 15-10, 15-9, 15-7. In this 
match, junior Cindy Sildorff established a 
national high for 1988. Sildorff had a perfect 
100% hitting average converting all 11 of her 
hitting chances into 11 kills. 
Defensively, USD was led by Angie Rais 
with 8 digs and 7 by Ruth Bajo. Suzanne 
LaSatz had 5 solo blocks and 8 block assists. 
The next evening however, Santa Clara 
defeated the Toreras in three straight sets 
15-7, 15-9,15-5. 
Senior Jody Connors, in her final home 
appearance, pounded in 14 kills to pace USD. 
In addition to Connors, four other seniors 
completed their home careers. They were 
Leisa Hagcn, Teresa Myers,Gaylc Newman, 
and Ruth Bajo. 
Overall USD is 10-14 and 4-7 in the WCAC 
for sixth place. 
Surf Club Approaches 1st Hurdle 
At Second Ladder Surf Contest 
by Brian McEvilly 
Last Sunday the Surf Club held its second 
ladder contestof the season in North Mission, 
in somewhat mushy 2-3 foot surf. 
Top finishers were Mike Dennis in first, 
Don Rudy finished second, Mickey Espy 
took third and Mike Forgey came in fourth 
place. 
The contest was the second on three from 
which top competitors are placed on the team 
which will represent USD in the upcoming 
NSSA college season. 
Due to the absence of tally people (the surf 
club stat girls), this contest was a bit more 
chaotic than others in the past. Judging was 
inconsistent and the usual top finishers 
weren't seen in the finals. 
The team will have to perform better as a 
whole if they are to meet the challenge made 
by Point Loma college and San Diego State 
to compete this Saturday at 8:00 am in Ocean 
Beach. 
Both Point Loma and SDSU are strong this 
year, lets hope we're a little bit stronger this 
year. 
The Final Four of the Third Pool Tournament will be played tonight in the 
Gameroom of the University Center. The top four players advanced to the finals in 
a double elimination match played last Tuesday night. 
Toreros: Tough Last Game 
by Chris Orr 
The University of San Diego Football team 
finished its season with a 14-131osstoAzusa 
Pacific University. The Toreros end the year 
with a 4-5 record. 
Azusa Pacific scored all of their points in 
the first half of the game. Pacific got on the 
boards late in the first quarter on a one yard 
quarterback run into the endzone. 
Pacific got their second score with only 
2:29 remaining in the half on a six yard pass 
by quarterback Wilson to put Azusa up 14-0. 
USD came right back with a tremendous 
drive culminating with a one yard run by 
Todd Jackson with :31 seconds left to play in 
the first half. Jim Morrisons extra point 
effort sent the Toreros into the lockers trailing 
14-7. 
The second half was all USD. The Torero 
defense held Azusa Pacific scoreless for the 
rest of the game. However, the Pacific 
defense was also quite effective, holding the 
Toreros to two field goals in the third quarter. 
Morrisons first kick came with 10:39 left in 
thethird. The 37yardattempt made it 14-10. 
His second attempt was a 23 yard kick with 
3:09 left in the third quarter which brought 
USD to within one point of winning its last 
game. 
Unfortunately time ran out for the Toreros 
as Pacific held on in the fourth quarter to win 
the game. 
Offensively USD was held to 103 yards 
rushing to Azusa's 164. Junior Doug Piper 
and sophomore Brendan Murphy combined 
for88 yards passing while Pacific quarterback 
Wilson threw for 78. 
Defensively, the USD senior linemen Dave 
Gilmore and Dave Dunn, juniors Matt 
Haniger and Don Maclnnes junior sacked 
Wilson three times. The Torero defense also 
created four Pacific fumbles and recovered 
one. 
The Toreros having concluded their 1988 
season now look to 1989 and the future. 
$P(?r(s Brieft; 
Dean Leads Golf Team at Gaucho Classic 
by Frank Cates, Golf Coach 
The University of San Diego Golf team finished tied for seventh place with US 
International University at the UC Santa Barbara Gaucho Golf Classic played on Nov 
7 & 8. 
The 54 hole event was held at the two year old La Purisma Golf Course in Lompoc, 
California. 
The team from the University of Southern California won the tournament on this 
difficult and very well conditioned layout. The daily winds also contributed to the 
overall high scores in the event. 
Team Captain Geoffrey Dean led the way for USD with rounds of75,76,76 for a total 
of 227 and tied for third place in the individual portion of the tournament. 
Freshman Creighton Aotani had rounds of 82,74 and 80, totaling 236 to place second 
among USD players. Other USD scorers were Rick Schultz, 242; Tom Shea, 244 and 
James Battaglia, 255. 
USC's winning score was 901 for the 54 holes; USD totaled 949 for their seventh 
place finish. 
Women's Swim Team Wins Dual Meets 
Sports Information Center 
The University of San Diego women's swimming team began the home portion of 
their 1988-89 schedule hosting a double dual meet against Cal State Los Angeles and 
the University of Rcdlands. 
The Toreras finished the meet with two victories, downing CSLA 159-11, and 
Rcdlands, 159-71. Rcdlands defeated Cal State Los Angeles 120-38. 
USD recicved winning performaces from its relay team of Shelley Otto, Heather 
Hockctt, Mary Beth Porter and Mary Bergen. The team won both the 200 meter 
medley relay (2:00.70) and the 200 meter freestyle relay (2:10.99). 
Otto also recorded victories in the 1000 meter freestyle (11:10.68), 200 meter 
backstroke (2:22.95 to pace the individual efforts. 
Other individual winners were Porter in the 200 freestyle and 100 butterfly, Bergen 
in the 100 brcaststroke, Katie Gaudcl in the 200 buuerfiy, Teresa Frcidhcim in One 
meter diving, Eileen Murphy in the 200 brcaststroke and Kelly McCaffrey in the 500 
meter freestyle. 
USD will compete this Saturday at the UCSD Relays. Besides the host UCSD and 
USD, the other competing schools will be Pomona Pitzcr, Clarcmont Mudd and 
Rcdlands. The event is scheduled to begin at 10:00 am. 
Larking Granted Additional Year by NCAA 
Sports Information Center 
University of San Diego women's tennis player Jennifer Larking has been granted an 
additional year of eligibility by the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 
Larking, a senior who transferred to USD after her freshman year from the University 
of Oklahoma, was granted the additional year through a NCAA by law known as the 
"Hardship Rule". 
In her three years at USD, Jennifer has achieved a won/loss record of 71-15. She 
recieved a bid last spring to the NCAA Championships. She is currently ranked 38 in 
the latest college tennis rankings. 
Women's Basketball to 
Play Alumni Friday 
Sports Information Center 
The University of San Diego women's 
basketball team will hold its coming out 
party for the 1988-1989 season this Friday 
night when they take on a squad composed 
mainly of alumni in an exhibition contest 
scheduled to begin at 7:30 pm. 
USD is coming into the contest off of a 13-
16 1987-88 campaign, although their 9-5 
WCAC mark was good for third place. 
This years squad will be led by its three 
returning starters - junior guards Paula 
Mascari and Candida Echeverria and junior 
center Christi English. 
A banner recruiting year brought five blue 
chip freshman to the team: 6'2" center/Toward 
Lynda Jones and Rachel Chism, 5'10" foward 
Julie Lemery, and a pair of 5*7" guards, Julia 
Doria and Debbie Gollnick. 
Along with returning lettermen Cathy 
Perkins, Molly Hunter and RochelleLightner, 
all are expected to contribute immediately. 
Head Coach Kathy Marpe's Toreras will 
open the regular season on November 25, 
taking on the host school at the University of 
Maine Tournament. They do not play their 
first home game until December 20. Their 
opponent that night will be UC Irvine. 
Football and the Couch Potato 
Sportstalk 
* tx by Chris Orr 
The Chargers are on a winning streak. 
They've won one in a row. Congratulations 
guys. What's next? Two in a row? Several 
times this year I've been telling you to stop 
being apathetic and complaining about there 
being nothing to do. 
Well, I'm telling you again, stop being a 
couch potato. See a football game. They are 
really neat if your into watching twenty-two 
grown men crash into each other with bone 
breaking ligament tearing force for three 
hours. 
I'm sure that many readers are sitting there 
thinking, "Why go to the game when I can 
watch it from the comfort of my own home 
and get to hear John Maddens play by play?" 
Let me tell you. Where else but at a live 
football game can you get overcharged for a 
beer or soda. Where else can you go to hear 
all of the latest cuss words and obscene 
phrases. Where else can you have overpriced 
beer or soda spilled on you by an excitable 
fan? 
Well, there is one place but Charger football 
games usually don't get broken up by the 
vice squad unless there is a riot or fight. 
Speaking of fights, the one thing that I could 
never understand was having a fight on the 
field between players. I always thought that 
it was really dumb for men who are playing 
one of the worlds roughest games to get into 
fights with each other. 
Don't they realize that fighting is almost as 
senseless as the game itself? If they are going 
to fight they should go professional like 
"Too Tall" Jones did a number of years back, 
get beat up and then come back to football. 
For sheer entertainment value football 
games are great. For a mere eight bucks for 
a general admission seat you get to see a 
superb sporting event (depending on who is 
winning), have more beer spilled on you than 
you could drink in a life time, listen to little 
kids complain about eating that last chili-
cheese with garlic and onion foot long hotdog 
and hear dumb questions like, "Whose 
playing?"or"Why did that guy stompon that 
other guy's face three times?" 
One word of advice though, if your looking 
for a place to take a romantic date, Charger 
games are not the place to take one. Unless 
she is a liberated woman who likes 
masochistic displays of male power she 
probably won't be calling you back any time 
soon. Hey look at the bright side though, at 
least she won't be sneaking bites out of your 
foot long chili-cheese with garlic and onion 
hot dog. 
What's really neat is watching grown men 
scratch their privates in front of millions of 
people on national television. This also 
occurs with baseball and other sports but I 
am talking about football. Sometimes though, 
the camera misses this classic event and so, 
unless your watching the game in person 
you'll miss it. 
Football games arc a great way to get away 
from your studies for a few hours, spend lots 
of money eat great food and get beer spilled 
on you. 
In defense of football as a sport and myself 
from any really angry football players or 
feminists who want to injure me, I enjoy 
football games. They are good ways to 
spenda Sunday afternoon and getoff campus. 
To see a Charger game call the Jack Murphy 
ticket office for more information. 
X-Country Places 14th at NCAA Regionals 
Sports Information Center 
The University of San Diego sent five men and five women to the NCAA District 
Eight Western Regionals. They ran races at Woodward Park in Fresno this past 
Saturday. 
Led by Dan McNamee, the USD men's team ran to a fourteenth place finish. 
McNamee's time of 34:40.6 was good for 87th place in the 10,000 meter race. 
Also placing for USD were John Lawson91st (35:30.7),Sean Pcrkins93rd (36:15.6), 
Brett Harris 95th (36:42.8) and Matt Meyer 97th (36:50.7). 
USD was not as fortunate in the women's race, which was contested at 5,000 meters. 
Junior Sue Chen was the only Torera to place in the event. Her time of 19:07.7 was 
good for 70th place. The women's team failed to score. 
November 17. 1988-VISTA-l: 
USD Rugby Scrimmages Against 
Long Beach Last Weekend 
by Jonathan Canedo 
The USD Rugby club traveled to Long Beach State University last weekend w ith the 
intention of playing the winner of the T uscon Tournament. What happened instead was 
that the Toreros only played one thirty minute half against the Long Beach squad and 
then played another local club for thirty minutes as well. 
Though several players were upset that the team did not play a full game, the team did 
play some excellent rugby. Korky Lee provided one the finer moments of the 
scrimmage when he made a diving effort to score a try for USD. 
USD will next host UC Riverside as they open the regular season. The game will 
begin at 1:00 pm at Collier Field. So come on out and support the Toreros as the Rugby 
Club tries to transfer their winning ways from the preseason to the regular season. 
The Rugby Club would like to thank the members of the Rugger Huggers who cheered 
on the team to victory at the Tuscon Tournament. The Rugger Huggers are an on-
campus club which supports the Rugby Club. Anyone interested in the Rugger 
Huggers is encouraged to contact Natasha Krogstad in the Student Organization 
Office. And as always, anyone who is interested in participating in the best game on 
campus is invited to come on out and talk to coach Steve Hernandez after any practice. 
Young Squad Looks Foward to Season 
by Jonathan Canedo 
Young and talented. These two words most 
aptly describe USD's Men's Basketball team 
as they prepare to start the 1988-89 season. 
And with only two seniors, including a sole 
returning starter from last year, and one 
junior on the team, the Toreros are a very 
young team indeed. 
Yet with youth comes a dedication to hard 
work and a large amount of talent. And the 
Toreros have shown plenty of both as the 
start of the season draws closer. Much of 
these traits were evident when the 
Toreros hosted Athletes in Action, AIA. AIA 
is an exhibition team made up off ex-pros 
who play various colleges. In the past, AIA 
has routed several schools but USD stayed 
close to them the entire game and lost by only 
seven points, 97-90. 
But, as the younger players, particularly the 
freshmen on the team, have improved their 
game greatly over the past few weeks, many 
of the returning upperclassmen have also 
improved their games. Good seasons on the 
part of several of these players are critical to 
a successful year. 
Foremost among these players is Team 
Captain Danny Means. Means, a 6'2" senior 
and the only starter to return from last season, 
will play off-guard this year after playing 
point last year. Means averaged over 12ppg 
last year and should have his best ever season 
this year. Efrem"E-train" Leonard, the other 
senior on the team, will also be important to 
the Toreros this year. Leonard, in his second 
season at USD, is an excellent rebounder and 
has good range with his jumper. 
Sophomore Craig Cottrell should also have 
an excellent year. He has been moved to 
forward from guard where Coach Egan feels 
he will be more effective. Likewise, Randy 
Thompson has moved to the forward position 
from off-guard for the same reasons. Both 
players have worked hard during the off­
season and should have an impact 
immediately on the Toreros. 
Another player who will have an impact 
should be 6'9", 2301b. Dondi Bell. Bell, who 
played in twenty-one games last year, was 
fourth in the WCAC in number of shots 
blocked. He will be counted on to rebound at 
both ends of the floor and should be among 
the WCAC's leaders in shots blocked. 
Along with continued improvement among 
the returning players, the freshmen players 
have shown alot of depth and maturity. And 
as the season progresses, the underclassmen 
will gain valuable experience and playing 
time and can only get better and better. 
Many newspapers have picked the Toreros 
to finish either sixth or seventh in the eight 
team WCAC, West Coast Athletic 
Conference. But, theToreros should surprise 
quite a few people. Though they are a young 
team, they are alot better than alot of people 
think. And with expectations of the team so 
low, many of the players feel that they have 
something to prove-that they are in fact an 
excellent team. Danny Means stated that the 
team will not give up and "will be there right 
in the middle of the race." Dondi Bell also 
stated "the team has alot of heart and desire" 
and that "every game will be an exciting 
one." 
Head Coach Hank Egan, entering his fifth 
year at the helm of USD's basketball program, 
has also expressed confidence about the team. 
Coach Egan stated "there is no doubt in my 
mind that when the dust settles, this will be a 
really good team." He also hoped that the 
studentbody will comeout in force to support 
the team. He stated that the team plays better 
before a crowd. 
The team this year will play a more 
aggressive style of play at both ends of the 
floor. CoachEganplanstoplaymorepressure 
defense and to do a more running type offense. 
All in all, the Toreros should have an 
excellent year. They have shown alot of 
heart and dedication along with talent and 
the combination should propel them upwards. 
The team also has a couple of rcdshirts who 
will play next year. This along with the 
several young excellent players now playing 
for the Toreros makes the future of the team 
look as bright as this season can be. 
The Toreros regular season starts on 
November 26th when they travel to New 
Mexico to play in the U of New Mexico 
Tournament. Their first home game will be 
played on November 30th at 7:30 pm when 
they host California Lutheran University. 
Admission to home games is free with valid 
student ID so come on out to support the 
Toreros as they start their season by crushing 
CLU. 
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The IM All-Stars For 1988! 
Co-Rec Softball All-Stars 
1st Team 
Leisa Hagen - Better Buy the Case 
Conni Campbell - Belter Buy the Case 
Emelie Tirre - Rec-ing Crew 
Karen Skemp - Rec-ing Crew 
Cheri LaDue - Beef and Buns 
Jim Scott - Better Buy the Case 
Steve Cascioppo - Better Buy the Case 
Vince Ferrer - Better Buy the CAse 
Ken Grimes - Rec-ing Crew 
Robert Schlessier - AKPsi Pleasure Machine 
2nd Team 
Debbie Waynick - Better Buy the Case 
Maria Mossuto - Just a Bunch of Czars 
Tori McFarland - Sigma Chi 
Jenine Lawlor - Liquor Hogans 
Kelley Collins - AKPsi Pleasure Machine 
Dan O'Connell - Sigma Chi 
Ed Schlesier - AKPsi Pleasure Machine 
Wade Walker - Liquor Hogans 
Charlie Goldberg - Liquor Hogans 
CJ Walters - Just A Bunch of Czars 
Paul Fomier- Just A Bunch of Czars 
Male MVP: Jim Scott 




Todd Tillmans - AGSP 
Mark Hellenkamp - Law School 
Paul Tobin - AIA 
Sean Moore - AIA 
Tom Gorman - AIA 
Mark Fenick - Too Raw For Eddie 
Bo Rothwell - Too Raw For Eddie 
Kirash Dehpahne - Too Raw For Eddie 
2nd Team 
Jim Cameron - AGSP 
Jeff Whaley - 4th Floor DeSales 
Neil Becker - Too Raw For Eddie 
Chris LaBonte - Law School 
Ed Sanchez - Law School 
Todd Andrew - AGSP 
Tony Yatsko - Hung Over Butt Luvin' It 
Eric England - San Rafael Rats 
MVP: Bo Rothwell 
Womens Division 
1st Team 
Ann Caro - Buck Naked 
Jenine Lawlor - Buck Naked 
Kim John - Still Hangin' 
Tammy Kelley - Still Hangin* 
Gina Labovitz - Still Hangin' 
Ghada Abou-Khater - Still Hangin' 
Marcy Ayers - USD Maddogs 
2nd Team 
Tiffany Camarillo - Buck Naked 
Emelie Tirre - Buck Naked 
Cheri LaDue - Buck Naked 
Kim Jiminez - Still Hangin' 
Stephanie Owens - Still Hangin' 
Tara Allgood - USD Untouchables 
Lizzy Murry - USD Untouchables 
Jennifer Carter - USD Maddogs 
MVP: Ann Caro 
Mens Softball All-Stars 
pjrst Tgqm 
P Vince Ferrer - Doggie Style 
C Griffin Gmelich - Sigma Pi 
IB Pat Casinelli - Bronx Zoo 
2B Ken Grimes - Bronx Zoo 
3B Jim Cuddy - Public Enemy 
SS Steve Cascioppo - Doggie Style 
OF Jim Scou - Doggie Style 
OF Jim Engelman - Doggie Style 
OF Brent Shaffer - Public Enemy 
OF Dave Reiling - Sigma Pi 
Second Team 
P Greg Moll - Bronx Zoo 
C Rick Hagan - Bronx Zoo 
IB Bert Schlesier - Public Enemy 
2B Trent Reupert - Public Enemy 
3B Lars Perry - Doggie Style 
SS Dan Miller - Public Enemy 
OF John Nothdurft - Public Enemy 
OF Dan Geiger - Bronx Zoo 
OF Jim Spina - Bronx Zoo 
OF John Gillis - Bringin' The Wood 
MVP: Steve Cascioppo 
Cy Young: Vince Ferrer 
B-league MVP: John Gillis 
Volleyball All-Stars 
First Team A-league 
1. Anne Sperrazzo (Dive and Dig) 
2. Ken Patrick (Dive and Dig) 
3. Byl Berger (Eat My Spike) 
4. Meg Estey (Short But Sweet) 
Second Team A-league 
1. Brendan Gallager (Sigma Chi) 
2. Jay Wessley (Short But Sweet) 
3. Margo Mau (Spiked Coconuts) 
4. Lori Smith (Eat My Spike) 
5. Tom Holland (UR Digless) 
6. Kristin Curry (Short But Sweet) 
Male MVP: Ken Patrick 
Female MVP: Meg Estey 
First Team B-lengn 
1. Chris Sego (Trojan Busters) 
2. Neil Becker (Middys) 
3. Julie Thurman (Cool Zero) 
4. Tammy Kelly (Free Balls) 
Second Team B-league 
1. Wade Walker (AIA) 
2. Mark Yarter (Spike These Balls) 
3. Bob DeSagun (P-Tag) 
4. Laurie Porter (P-Tag) 
5. Jackie Genovese (Floor Play) 
6. Mary Ann Myers (Trojan Busters) 
Male MVP: Chris Sego 
Female MVP: Julie Thurman 
F.L.A.F.T. wasn't "lousy" but the Over 
The Hill Gang was better in last weekend's 
Powder Puff Football tournament. Read how 
all the teams fared in the next issue of the 
Vista. 
All-Star Game Schedule 
Saturday, December 3 
11:00am A-Ieague Volleyball 
12:00am B-league Volleyball 
1:00 pm Mens Soccer 
2:00pm Womens Soccer 
Sunday, December 4 
11:00am Flag Football 
12:30pm Co-Rec Softball 
2:00pm Mens Softball 
All non-championship players who were listed as either a first team all-star or second 
team all-star are invited to play. Football all-stars will be listed in the next issue of 
the Vista. 
Water Polo All-Stars Tennis All-Stars 
1st Team Mens A-Division 
Bo Landress (AIA) 1st Team: Dave Bemauer and Paul Tobin 
Ann Caro (4 Guys and 3 Girls) 2nd Team: Marc Lipschitz and Don Morris 
Tiffany Camarillo (4 Guys & 3 Girls) 
Darcy Marlow (4 Guys & 3 Girls) Mens B-Division 
1st Team: Hai Nguyen and Bemd Voltinzijer 
2nd Team: Richard Ehrman and Mori Mesforoosh 
Tom Gorman (AIA) 
Peter Greeley (4 Guys & 3 Girls) 
Wade Walker (AIA) 
2nd Team 
Laura Czekanski (AIA) 
Matt Kelley (4 Guys and 3 Girls) 
Margo Mullally (Sigma Chi) 
Jennifer Jacobs (AIA) 
Jeff Sheehan (AIA) 
Jerry Morris (EGBOK) 
Chris Fry (4 Guys and 3 Girls) 
Co-Rec A-Division 
1st Team: Dave Bemauer and Margo Mullally 
2nd Team: Brent Bums and Holly Roloff 
Co-Rec B-Division 
1st Team: Richard Ehrman and Sybil Schlotman 
2nd Team: Mark Yarter and Lisa Prokelt 
MYE 
Female - Ann Caro (4 Guys and 3 Girls) 
Male - Bo Landress (AIA) 
Basketball Playoff Preview 
The Latest Line 
A-l«tsu? 
Team Odds Comment 
Chill's Gay 8-5 Unbelievable depth 
DiMuro Destroyers 9-5 Are there any more at home? 
Dream Team 3-1 Have been a championship team 
before. 
Bali 5-1 Lacking a team leader. 
Spread, Penetrate 8-1 Need more experience. 
and Shoot 
P-ipagw 
Johnston 9-5 Need a team name for a championship 
picture. 
Seb's Boys 5-2 Undefeated but untested. 
Straight Shots 5-2 Extra game may hurt. 
Reyes 6-1 Not bad for a bunch of tennis players. 
Deep In the Hole 15-1 Not good for a bunch of football players. 
Circle Jerks 20-1 When H.... freezes over. 
Womens league 
Buck It 3-5 Could open a t-shirt store. 
Ball Chasers 6-5 Need a big day from Skemp. 
88 Chokers 8-1 Warm-up opponent for Ball Chasers. 
Over The Line Update 
Sunday, November 20 is the date for the last IM special event of the year. There is 
still a few spots left in the Over-The-Line Tournament, but you will have to sign up 
your team today! The entry fee is only $6.00 per team and the divisions are mens, 
womens, and co-rec. 
Note: Players may only play in one division. 
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Eddie Too Much For Law School 
For those of you who thought the womens 
championship game was the best speed soccer 
game ever played here, you may have been 
right. However, that was before last week's 
mens championship game. In an absolute 
thriller, Too Raw For Eddie went to overtime 
to defeat the Law School 4-3. 
After the first half, it appeared that there 
would be no overtime and no championship 
forToo Raw For Eddie. AlLimberg'steam 
did score first, but as is their way, Law 
School came back. All season long, Mark 
Hellenkamp's team played their best when 
behind and Tuesday night was no exception. 
Goals by Ed Sanchez, Chris LaBonte and 
Barry Thompson gave the defending champs 
a 3-2 halftime lead. 
At the outset of the second half, Too Raw 
For Eddie came out storming, at the 24:05 
mark, Bo Roth well got his second goal of the 
night as he redirected a Mark Fenick shot. 
Again feeling the pressure, Law School 
took charge. However, Limberg came up 
with a number of great saves and the game 
was headed into overtime. 
The overtime was evenly matched and it 
seemed as though this game might never end. 
As the hour approached 10:30 pm, Mark 
Fenick found himself with the ball about 25 
yards from the goal. His right footed shot, 
aided by a great screen by Kirash Dehpahne, 
found the back of the net, and there was a new 
speed soccer champion - Too Raw For 
Eddie. 
Men's and Co-Rec Softball Champs 
Better Buy the Case used a rally killing 
triple play (the first and only one of the IM 
season) to insure a 2-1 championship victory 
over Rec-ing Crew who surprised everyone 
by almost pulling off a huge upset However, 
Better Buy the Case scored one in the first 
and one in the sixth for the win. Veteran Jim 
Scott got things started with a single and a 
run in the first and ended the day with three 
singles and Better Buy the Case's only two 
runs. Vince Ferrer added three singles and 
Deb Waynick had two. Candida Echevcrria 
tripled in the third and was driven in by an 
Andy Berg single. That, however, was all 
the Rec-ing Crew could muster as a 10-6-3 
triple play erased all hoped of an upset. 
Congratulations to Better Buy the Case on 
a triple play of a different kind: Their third 
consectutive co-rec softball championship. 
As expected, Doggie Style captured the 
Men's Softball Championship this weekend 
with an impressive 10-2 win over Public 
Enemy. Doggie Style raced to a second 
inning8-l lead. Steve Cascioppo took charge 
of this one with two homeruns in his first two 
at bats. Two intentional walks made him 2 
for 2 for the day. Lars Perry added a single, 
a triple, and a homerun for the "Dogs" and 
the entire defense played an almost flawless 
game in the field. Ed Schlesier had the only 
bright spot in Public Enemy's offensive 
attack with a solo home run. DaveR.chipped 
in three singles for Public Enemy, but Doggie 
Style proved once again that they are the 
powerhouse in men's softball. 
IM Distinctions 
Oct 31- Nov 6 
Mens Softball 
Game of the Week: Public Enemy vs Doggie Style 
Team of the Week: Doggie Style 
Payer of the Week: Steve Cascioppo (Doggie Style) 
Co-Rec Softball 
Game of the Week: Better Buy the Case vs Rec-ing Crew 
Team of the Week: Better Buy the Case 
Male Player of the Week: Jim Scott (Better Buy the Case) 
Female Player of the Week: Debbie Waynick (Better Buy the Case) 
Mens Flag Football- A league 
Game of the Week: Dawgs vs Hit and Run 
Team of the Week: Dawgs 
Player of the Week: Andy Roberts (Dawgs) 
Mens Speed Soccer 
Game of the Week: Too Raw For Eddie vs Law School 
Team of the Week: Too Raw For Eddie 
Player of the Week: Mark Fenick (Too Raw For Eddie) 
Powder Puff Football 
Game of the Week: Over the Hill Gang vs FLAFT 
Team of the Week: FLAFT 
Tournament MVP: Cheri LaDue (Over the Hill Gang) 
Mens Doubles Tennis - A league 
Match of the Week: Jamaican Bobsled Team vs Skunkers 
Team of the Week: Jamaican Bobsled Team 
Player of the Week: Dave Bernauer (Jamaican Bobsled) 
Mens Doubles Tennis - B league 
Match of the Week: Toward/Tibbits vs Help 
Team of the Week: Help 
Player of the Week: Mori Mesforoosh (Help) 
Mixed Doubles Tennis - A league 
Match of the Week: Taking Bets vs Carrie/O'Neill 
Team of the Week: Taking Bets 
Male Player of the Week: Dave Bemauer (Taking Bets) 
Female Player of the Week: Holly Roloff (Taking Bets) 
Mixed Doubles Tennis- B League 
Match of the Week: No Strings Attached vs Ehrman/Merril 
Team of the Week: No Strings Attached 
Male Player of the Week: Mark Yartcr (No Strings Attached) 
Female Player of the Week: Sybil Schlotman (No Strings Attached) 
Mens 3x3 Basketball - A League 
Match of the Week: Bali vs All Balls 
Team of the Week: Chill's Gay 
Player of the Week: John Scott (Chill's Gay) 
Mens 3x3 Basketball - B League 
Match of the Week: Johnston vs Trojan Busters 
Team of the Week: Johnston 
Player of the Week: Vance Johnston (Johnston) 
Womens 3x3 Basketball 
Match of the Week: Ball Chasers vs 88 Chokers 
Team of the Week: 88 Chokers 
Player of the Week: Tara Allgood (Ball Chasers) 
Can You Make This Call ? 
It's almost basketball season, and there is a 
major rule change to be considered. What 
would you call on the following hypothetical 
play? 
Charlie Wickstrand attempts to inbound the 
ball as the referee starts his count. At "four" 
Dan Geiger breaks open down court and 
Wickstrand throws a long baseball pass that 
takes two seconds to reach Geiger. Now, you 
make the call: Is this a violation? 
The IM department will be looking to hire 
many basketball officials for the Spring 
semester. If you're interested in earning 
S4.50 per hour, then stop by the first week of 
next semester and sign-up. In addition, if 
you are going to be in town during intersession 
and would like to make some spending money 
officiating basketball and/or soccer games, 
contact Andy at x4803. 
Answer: This is no longer a violation. The 
five count ends when the ball leaves the 
thrower's hand. 
Tennis Season Over 
Jamaicans Win 
As the tennis season comes to an end, only the best of the best remain. In 
fact, in two divisions only the best remain! The men's A-league final 
matched the #2 seeded Skunkers against a heavily favored and #1 seeded 
Jamaican Bobsled Team. When the felt finally finished flying (say that 
ten times fast), the odds-makers came away smiling as Jamaican Bobsled 
won 18-11. Although Marc Lipschitz and Mark Edwards both played well, 
trouble camea'knockin early as they found themselves down 12-7 when the 
singles sets were over. With the knowledge that they could only afford to 
give up one game in doubles, they headed back into action, but Dave 
Bernauer and Don Morris would not be denied as they eventually won the 
set 6-4. 
In the mixed B-league final, #1 seeded No Strings Attached took on #2 
seeded Ehr man/Mer ril. The two singles games could not have been more 
opposite as Richard Ehrman crushed Mark Yartcr, 6-1, while at the same 
time Casey Merril was destroyed by Sybil Schlotman, 6-0. The result - a 
7-6 lead for No Strings Attached. The two teams played to an early 3-3 
tie in the doubles set before Yarter took control leading No Strings 
Attached to a 6-4 victory and the t-shirts. 
In the men's B-league semi-finals, the #1 seeded Sempr ini Brothers (aka 
Ehrman/Girolami) soundly defeated the Smashing Gametes, 18-1. The 
Gamete's luck ran out early in this one as both Richard Ehrman and Tony 
Girolami bageled their singles opponents leaving only the fat lady to sing. 
The only bright spot for the Gametes was well...maybe the lights or 
possibily the one doubles game they did manage to salvage. The Semprini 
Brothers will go on to meet Help who advanced past Toward/Tibbits. 
The Toward/Tibbits-Help game was hampered by inclement weather not 
once but twice. But, when the rain stopped, Help was still afloat clinging 
to a 14-12 win. 
In mixed A-league action ,#3 seeded Brent and Margo advanced on to 
play Taking Bets. Taking Bets was an easy winner as they beat Carrie/ 
O'Neill 18-2. Mike Carrie and Kim O'Neill played great especially when 
facing a heavily favored opponent. 
Congratulations goes out to all participants. Don't forget to sign up for 
singles next semester and look for this semester's all-stars elsewhere in the 
week's Vista. 
Everybody's Out & 
Dawgs Play In 
USD Bowl 
It was windy but not rainy as the A-league semis were settled in the IM Flag 
Football. The firstgameof the day matched Hit and Run vs the#l ranked Dawgs. 
Hit and Run won the toss and on the 1st play from scrimmage it was Andy 
GruningertoBillMiltner70yardsanda6-01ead. The Dawgs answered back with 
a 70 yard drive that took 8 minutes. The score came on a pass from Sean Baron 
to Pat Casinelli to make it 7-6 after Chris Stout's conversion. On the 2nd Hit and 
Run play of the game, Gruninger again connected with Miltner for 70 yards to 
make the score 12-7 and then 14-7 on Matt Pribyl's 2 point conversion catch. Hit 
and Run held the Dawgs on the next series and then the Dawgs held Hit and Run 
on a goal line stand to keep the score 14-7 at half. 
Once the Dawgs got the wind it was Sean Baron to Chris Stout and an Andy 
Roberts 2point conversion fora 15-14 lead. On a last ditch drive by Hit and Run, 
Roberts intercepted a Gruninger pass. Baron then hit Stout for the clincher and 
a 21-14 victory. 
In the other semifinal, Sigma Pi and Everybody's Out played a yawner. A little 
bad weather in the Bay Area left Sigma Pi without their quarterback and it 
showed. Everybody's Out responded with 4 touchdowns in the 1st half to Sigma 
Pi's zero. Darren Fieder had a 45 yard interception return. Eric Thompson 
connected with Mark Adolph for two touchdowns and one other time to Brian 
Moss to give Everybody's Out a 24-0 half time lead. Everybody's Out went 
against the wind in the 2nd half and could only score once on a touchdown pass I 
to Darren Fieder. Sigma Pi did not score but had an overall good attitude and did I 
play hard in the 30-0 romp. On Sunday at noon the Dawgs are a 4 point favorite 
to beat Everybody's Out and claim the title. 
Square Pan IM Players of the Week 
The Player of the Week" shirts have arrived and all winners are asked to go to 
the Sports Center to receive theirs. The latest additions to the list of winners are [ 
Lars Perry and Katey Potts. 
Perry just seems to be getting better each week. Once again he was the dominant 
defensive player in Everybody's Out's semifinal football victory. Perry's two 
interceptions and overall play ensured that Sigma Pi would score no points. On 
the Softball field, he went 3 for 3 with a homerun and a triple to help Doggie Style 
to their second consecutive championship. 
Potts, quite simply put, war Sigma Pi's powder puff football team. She scored 
both of her team's touchdowns- the first on a 70 yard scamper on the tournament's 
first play. In addition, it was her 55 yard punt which led to a safety in the Sigma 
Chi game and a 2-0 Sigma Pi win. 
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